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Story on page 4
A 'Suitable' Speaker

Just who is a "suitable" candidate for commencement speaker on this campus? In explaining the administration's decision to invite San Jose State University Pres. John Buniel to participate in the 1970 commencement exercises, Dean of Students Everett Chandler stressed the prevailing time problem that caused the administration to disregard the recommended candidates and to settle, for a "suitable" candidate who could be contacted quickly, on John Buniel of the University of Idaho.

But several questions arise about the suitability of Mr. Buniel. His record at San Jose State, where before his appointment as president he was chief of student activities, has left much to be desired. Dean Chandler expressed the hope that Mr. Buniel's record at San Jose State will be the same as that of his previous institutions.

The president and his advisers cannot be knowledgeable about more than a small fraction of the relevant data. Yet the effectiveness of their decisions and actions depend on correct appraisal of the underlying relations and forces and of the significance of their choices.

With his victory in appellate court, Buniel successfully challenged the right of the students on the San Jose State campus to determine where the money collected from their activities fees should be spent, and reaffirmed the administration's right to override decisions of representative student government which did not meet the best interests of the institution.

Our own Pres. Kennedy has long been an advocate of the policy pursued by Buniel. His long-standing opposition to permitting alcohol consumption on the Cal Poly campus, another prevailing time problem that caused the administration to disregard the recommended candidates and to settle, for a "suitable" candidate who could be contacted quickly, on John Buniel of the University of Idaho.

Buniel's legal victory over the SJSU students has students leaders in Sacramento worried. The California State University and Colleges Student Presidents Association is pressing friendly legislators in the state capitol to sponsor legislation which more clearly limits the power of the universities presidents with regard to student funds, but the outlook for such legislation is unclear.

Buniel, as a commencement speaker, is clearly suitable to the powers that be in the administration. The question is, "Is Pres. Buniel a suitable speaker for graduating students?" Based on his record of ignoring student decisions at San Jose State, we think not.
SAC Votes to Ignore Survey

The Student Affairs Council soundly killed controversial Associated Students, Inc. Bill 76-1 with a 15-9 roll call vote Wednesday night before an overflow audience.

The defeat of Bill 76-1 ends any chance that the ASI budget board votes, which indicated student changes in the spending of their $20 ASI registration fee — will be used in determining final budget allocations for ASI budget groups.

The bill was a clearinghouse defeat for some, i.e. ASI Program Board. But it was a victory for the Men's Physical Education Department. The department faced a 28 percent budget cutback for athletics if the bill had passed — amounting to over $35,000 in cash.

The Men's P.E. Department lobbied long and hard to defeat Bill 76-1 and its issue of muscle paid off. Now, say reporters that are reporting that they were "just there to listen," were in attendance at the meeting for the second week in a row.

By CRAIG REEM
Daily Staff Writer

Large classes at Cal Poly seem to push a crunch on potential student participants who feel inhibited by "the size of the class." Smaller the class the more active students are in given the same incentives.

"In a class of 28, you can get lost and feel that what you say wouldn't be of any value," O'Connor said.

"In a large class, you (the teacher) are well-prepared and deliver it (the lecture), he says, "but in a smaller class, questions and attitudes come up. I like that," Laskey says. "I can't conceive of education without it.""
Speaker Lashes Out Against SB 1

By ELENA MARIE KOSTER
Daily Staff Writer

If the Senate Bill becomes law all Americans should welcome the new police state with open arms warned Frank Wilkinson, executive director of the National Committee Against Repressive Legislation, in a talk here on Thursday.

Wilkinson, who spent all of yesterday on campus, has actively worked with civil liberties since 1963. He claims SB 1 is the most repressive piece of legislation Congress has ever considered.

“It is also the longest piece of legislation they have ever considered. It is 735 pages long, once referred to as two pounds nine ounces of repression by the Society of Professional Journalist,” he told a small group of students in Chumash auditorium.

One of the 500 papers against SB 1 complained that it was so complex that no Senator was intelligent enough to understand it.

SB 1 would expand the areas where wire tapping is permitted, limit such defenses as insanity and entrapment, and increase penalties for refusing to answer questions of smarm subcommittees.

Possession of small amounts of marijuana for personal use would bring 30-day imprisonment and or $10,000 in fines. Second offenses would be six months or the same amount as fines.

“Were Chavez to put up a picket line around Gallo Winer’s offices to ask for higher wages than $2 an hour that they pay for snooz labor, he could be charged with trying to exact something of value from Gallo Winer. SB 1 would call for $100,000 in fines and up to 15 years imprisonment. The union would be fined $500,000 dollars,” Wilkinson said.

In conflict with the Miranda ruling, voluntary confession, even if obtained by secret police interrogation without a lawyer present, could be used against the witness in a court of law.

SB 1 would excuse the “wrongdoing of a public servant” if the order was issued by the head of a government agency.

“This bill will bring official secrecy, where the only information available to the press would come from official handouts. Not only publishing but receiving secret documents would be punishable by seven year in prison and $100,000 in fines,” Wilkinson said.

What started out to be an honest reevaluation of America’s criminal laws turned into a criminal code that attack crime before it attacks first, as designed by Richard Nixon, he claimed.

“We need a new criminal code. What we have now is a loose collection of laws that have been interpreted and reinterpreted until they have almost lost meaning,” Wilkinson said.

With that recognition Congress asked Lyndon Johnson, then president, to assign bipartisan 12 member committee to write a criminal code.

Johnson formed the National Commission on Reform of Criminal Laws in 1966. Headed by former California Governor Pat Brown, the members included three senators, three representatives, three federal judges, and three members at large.

“LBJ’s usual attempts at bipartisanism were not very successful. This time he managed to come up with not only a good cross section of parties, but a good cross sections of opinions within the parties,” Wilkinson said.

Nationally Known Oceanographer
Claims Ocean Farms Won’t Pay

The ocean will not be a valuable source of food production by agricultural means predicts Dr. William A. Nierenberg, a nationally known oceanographer.

“We at Scripps do studies and so far we can only conclude that trying to farm the ocean doesn’t pay,” said Nierenberg following his talk Thursday afternoon on campus. “We have plenty of sources for food production on land. Now that we’ve taken so much from the ocean, our concern is to conserve what we’ve got left.”

Nierenberg is the Director of Scripps Institution of Oceanography and Vice Chancellor for Marine Sciences of the University of California, San Diego. He has also held many prestigious administrative assignments, including NATIO’S Assistant Secretary General for Scientific Affairs, the President’s Advisors Committee and advisor to National Security Agency and the Department of Defense.

Nierenberg does believe that the ocean is a valuable source of unexhaustible wealth, such as weather prediction.

William Nierenberg
Parents: The Most Experienced Sitters

by GINA ABREYREYSA
Daily Staff Writer

A group of 15 families in San Luis Obispo are having babysitters costs by joining together in a cooperative babysitting club.

"Everyone thinks it's the greatest thing going," says Karen Smith, who has been a member for two years. "I couldn't imagine not doing it," she adds.

The Babysitting Club operates on an exchange system. When a member needs a babysitter, she calls the club secretary, who in turn, calls another member for the "sit."

Jamie Goldenberg, this month's "sit," finds the club offers more than financial benefits.

"For a brand new baby, you know you're leaving him with an experienced mother," she said.

"I enjoy going to other houses," says Mrs. Goldenberg. "After the kids are in bed, she has a quiet time to write letters or work on projects.

Each member acts as secretary for one month, totaling hours set and hours used by all members during the month. She does the calling and bookkeeping, keeping track of how many hours are left and notifying members of their balance of hours at the end of the month. The secretary also receives one and a half hours of babysitting time from each member per month.

Most couples in the club have one or two children, although there are a few families with five and six. Most members don't mind babysitting for larger families as well, member Penny Ruppala comments: "When there are more children they keep each other entertained."

There are no single parents in the club.

"It's not because of discrimination," says Mrs. Goldenberg. "That's just the way it has evolved. Most single parents work during the day so they wouldn't be able to participate. Most couples and single parents must leave their own children at home.

During the day a parent brings her children to the sitter's house, and at night the sitter goes to the house. This is just one of 25 sits followed by the members. The rules explain the duties of the secretary how cancellations are handled, how the sit operates and other basic agreements.

Deborah Gower, who belonged to the club in the 1990s, says the group has probably been in existence since the late 1980s. At that time the club consisted of a ragtag assortment of young people, families, and married students. This was to ensure that all members wouldn't be going to the same functions and therefore left without sitters.

Now it doesn't really matter that much, according to Janie Holland, president of the club. Almost half of the club members are wives of Poly professors.

Kerieta Foster, another member, finds that parents as babysitters "know all the tricks, so the kids are Cal Poly students to them." Mrs. Foster's husband has also sat for other families on occasion.

"A lot of children like it when a man comes," she says.

To get into the club, you have to know one of the members. The club operates on an "open season" whereby each new member must be sponsored by a presently active member. The sponsor then responsible for any balance - plus or minus - when the new member drops from the club. When their oldest child reaches about 12 years, most members casually drop out. The ages of the children in the club range from new borns up to approximately 12-year-olds.

The club, limited to 15 couples, is now at its maximum capacity. Although they've never had a waiting list, president Jamie Holland says they may have to start one.

The president is nominating a new club meeting which is held once a year. The president "holds the ropes" and responds to complaints made by club members.

Mrs. Janie Goldenberg, secretary of the club, co-op, gives the same loving attention to other members' children as she is seen giving to her own, Marnie, left, and Adam, right here. (Daily photo by Bill Faulkner)

'Spring Concert Set For Saturday

Welcome back to childhood. Alpha Psi Omegaw's honorary drama club at Cal Poly, is extending an invitation for students to bring their young friends to visit with Christopher Robin in his nursery at the Spring production of Winnie-the-Pooh.

The play, adapted from the popular books by A.A. Milne and the 1926 A. H. Wood film, will be presented on Friday and Saturday, May 22 and 23 at 8:30 p.m. in the Cal Poly Theatre. Admission is $3.50 per person.

The adaptation was done by director Suzanne Gabih. Included in the show are "Pooh goes visiting and gets in a night place." "Tigger has a birthday." "Piglet meets a Hellopump." and "Pooh and Christopher Robin." are among the two and one-half hours of adventures to be enacted.

The episode of the enchanted place is the final story in the cast.

Gabih designed the set and costumes to look as much like a real nursery as possible.

"The costumes are made out of the materials that are used in the show, which Pooh and his friends wear in reality. Most of the set is large draping blocks which are `shuffled around the stage," Gabih said.

Included in the cast are Paul Rudnicken as Winnie-the-Pooh, Mary Stark as Christopher Robin, Tony Nanto as Piglet, Tracey Freeman as Kanga, Dave Gluckstern as Eeyore, Dane Andrews as Eeyore, David Neehus as the all-stage voice, telling the story. Sue Leslie will accompany Pooh Bear's songs on the piano.

Each year Alpha Psi Omegaw presents children's theatre productions. Early this year the club produced two other popular children's stories, Tom Sawyer and Snow White.

"We chose Winnie-the-Pooh because we know the stories are age-old," says poet, who set the play to music.

Tom Sawyer appears to the older children with all of its adventure. The businesses of Snow White are geared toward the middle-age group of children. Winnie-the-Pooh is a brand new story, the Pooh is a brand new story. The stories are geared toward about the Pooh Bear stories is that they lead themselves to audience participation," Gabih said.

Tickets will be available at the door.

A far more assured sign of spring than the snowdrop is the appearance of the Cal Poly Symphony Band's Spring Concert, which will be Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in Chumash Auditorium.

This year Warren Ballistr will serve as guest conductor when the concert performs "Prelude to the Arts" of President's Symphony No. 1. William Johnson, the regular band conductor, considers this work one of the hands of music ascension among band members. He has received standing ovations, Rubin said.

"This piece was included on our tour last month," Rubin said. "Each performance received standing ovations," Rubin said.

The debut performance of the Cal Poly Brass Quintet, with a work entitled "Camelot" by Neilsmill, will be included in the first half of the concert.

The Percussion Ensemble will solo in a work using ancient and unique instruments.

The program of the concert will include an invitation from Mr. and Mrs. Johnson, president of Alpha Psi Omegaw, who have chosen "Winnie-the-Pooh" as their theme for the concert.

Welcome to Borne Stars.

The students, are available at the door.

The programme of the concert will be held in the first half of the concert.

The Percussion Ensemble will solo in a work using ancient and unique instruments.

This piece was included on our tour last month, Rubin said. "Each performance received standing ovations," Rubin said.

The debut performance of the Cal Poly Brass Quintet, with a work entitled "Camelot" by Neilsmill, will be included in the first half of the concert. Tickets are at $2 for general admission and $1 for students.
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Tensions In The Middle East

Political Scientist To Examine Tensions In The Middle East

I n a world buffled by change, consider
the changing church bell.
On a faded day,
St. V ignes Church

transmitted Congress con-
tinue a probe into the role of
U.S. intelligence agencies in
the Cuban revolution.

The panel, in a closed door
session, voted to give the evidence it has uncovered to a
proposed permanent panel
for further examination.

Schweiker declined to
elaborate.

Sen. Frank Church, D
Idaho, the committee chair-
mant, said that a subcommit-
mittee which investigated the
Cuban revolution would draft
a report on the evidence. The
full committee then will decide
whether to make it public.

Church, after announcing
results of the committee vote,
turned a news briefing over
to Schweiker and Sen. Gary
W. Hart, D Colo. They all
decided as to what evidence
had been found.

Hart said it was not a
question of the Warren Com-
misson's finding that Ob-
wald alone shot and killed
Kennedy, "but the behavior of
the intelligence agencies in their
actions before and after the
event.

Schweiker and Hart said
evidence which later became
available was not supplied to
them in time.

They were "not informed" of
a CIA plot to kill Cuban leader
Fidel Castro.

In Atlanta, former Texas
Gov. John B Connally,
who was wounded in the rifle fire
that killed Kennedy, said he

"no objection" to reopening
the probe but sees "nothing
to gain by it.

I have no objection to
them reopening it at all, if
they see there is no creditable
evidence to justify it," Conn-
nally said.

I think merely to reopen
it — without any new and
creditable evidence — is
dragging the nation back
through one of the most
emotional periods in the
life of the nation.

Church key

The design of the church key hasn't
changed since the sixteenth century,
according to <outmis*kio
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Leaders Dig Kinky Sex Psychiatrists

MIAMI BEACH (UPJ) - Most of 100 an hour call
girls' customers are political leaders and influential
civil rights authorities who prefer "kinky sex,
New York psychiatrists reported Thursday.

Dr. Samuel Janus and Dr. Bart Janko presented
results to the American Psychiatric Association
convention in New York City, California and Las Vegas.

"Sixty per rent of all customers of the call
girls and madames interviewed were interested in
political figures of significance in their
psychological needs or influential
police, telephonc, power and light com-

He added that the study, based on interviews with
120 clients in his practice in New York, Los Angeles, and
Las Vegas, showed that "policians and power brokers
in general prefer 'kinky sex' where 75 per cent of average
customers do not.

The New York doctors said the "kinky sex" very
frequently preferred by the "bigwigs" is of high sensation
vomiting, cross dressing, receiving flagellation, bow-

He said the high class callgirls expect to make a lot
of money this summer at the Democratic National
Convention in New York City, which he called the
prostitution capital of the United States.
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All PALS volunteers and their "pals" are invited
to attend a crafts picnic May 15 at Laguna Lake gymnasium,
which begins at 11 a.m.

The activity, sponsored by the Newman Club, will
feature an exhibition on crafts, including a craft
demonstration.

The menu includes hot dogs, potato chips and
dessert punch. Bring a white shirt if you want to participate
in the demonstration.

Engineers

The American Society of Engineering Technology (A S E T ) is sponsoring a seminar of Engineering Technology (E T ) option, on Monday, May 17, at 7:30 p.m. at the Center for Public Affairs.

The seminar will be held in the Science building 14 for more information call 772-7434.

Public Forum To Discuss Sex Bias

A public forum and information session dealing with
Ted IX and how it is related to sexual discrimination in education will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the upper
deadline of Supervisors Chambers in the Courthouse.

The session is being sponsored by the County
communication of the Democratic
Committee. The sessions are open
to all interested persons, according to communication
assistant, Sara Kennedy.

Ted IX is a federal law which prohibits sex discrimination in schools that receive federal funds. It

effects almost every level of education from
kindergarten to postgraduate school.

Although physical education and intramural
sports receive most of the attention in regards to Ted IX, it
also effects discrimination in counseling, grants and
scholarships, housing, academic programs, and even
special schools like medical schools and gymnastic

Ted IX "will mean that there can't be discrimination
in these areas," Ms. Ringwald said. "But girls who are trying to do
very well may have the same
problems.

John Rothman, a political scientist who has researched the Middle East situation, will speak
Monday at 7:30 p.m. explaining why the United States should be supportive of Israel.

Rothman is sponsored by Chrvrah Jewish Student Union. He will present views different from last
month's speaker, Dr. Alfred Linsenthal.

Lee Shapiro, a member of Chrvrah, says Rothman will explain how Israel, as the "last democracy in the
Middle East and America's real ally," is supported by the American people, although Shapiro says, "other
people are growing more and more opposed to the Arabs.

We will present the facts that are happening today," Shapiro says, "and show why this is a question that
should be asked with care and

answer period with no card stands," he says Linsenthal, at last month's speaker, answered only hand-picked
questions from cards presented by the audience.

But I am, an advisor to Chrvrah, says Rothman will not be present to present the questions.

"The issue is not Arab versus Jews, but academic freedom — the right of anyone of opposing viewpoint
to speak," Lee says.

It's -- "We want everyone's opinion to be ex-

Rothman will present his "Middle East Can
Democracy Survive?" talk Monday, May 17 in Chrvrah Auditorium.

The program will begin at 7:30 p.m.

For more information call 772-7434.
Poly Track Team In Tough
CCAA Championship Meet

By HICK BEATTY
Sports-Feb. 19 Daily

The Cal Poly Mustangs will seek their fifth straight victory over the Alumni team this Saturday at 2:30 p.m. in Mustang Stadium. The annual affair has, on occasion, turned into a treat for the varsity squad although the Alumni provides new surprises each year.

Mustang head coach Joe Harper is looking for a good game and had these thoughts about the Saturday contest: "We're looking for a game-type experience with as few errors as possible." Another of Harper's interests is for the Mustangs to function as a team. Based on playing experience, Harper put this team's present strength with the offensive and defensive lines.

The offensive line has guard Bob Parson and tackle Paul Freeburg and Kevin Kennedy, and center Gordon Shaw, all of whom are seniors. The defense front stacks up with senior ends Mark Funk and Rick Bonier, and junior tackles Vic Clark, Tom Ray, and Ken Kretzbach.

With the graduation of quarterbacks Cliff Johnson and Rich Robbins, the Mustangs had no one holding the reins going into spring practice. Bob Ansell, a transfer from U.C. Riverside, has thus far answered Poly's quarterback woes and will start this Saturday against the Alumni.

Tailback Bob Truedo and fullback Jeff Jones, another U.C. Riverside transfer, head up the offensive backfield along with Ansell and blockers Jimmy Childs. The linebacking corps is yet another strong point of the 1974 Mustangs. Senior Scott Keeslar and junior Tony Roman will head up the outside linebackers, while the middle spot will be filled by senior Dan Nastaburu.

Senior strong safety Billy McCadden and corner Dave Spera, another senior, will lead the defensive backfield against the Alumni along with sophomore free safety Randy Stall

The Alumni team will be featuring players both old and young. Some of the older members returning are three members of the 1973 Camellia Bowl team: fullback Mike Thomas, defensive end Tom Chantler, and offensive tackle Fred Norwood.

Another Camellia Bowl member returning Saturday will be Dave Quirk, the defensive tackle, who intercepted a pass in that game and ran 63 yards for a touchdown.
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Poly Track Team In Tough
CCAA Championship Meet

With two straight runner-up finishes in 1974 and 1973, the Cal Poly track team figures to be heart-pounding finish this high in any year's edition of the California College Athletic Association championships this weekend.

Acting Coach Eddie Cadura takes his team to the tournament site of the meet, Cal State Los Angeles, knowing that his team's chances hinge on how well his field events perform.

The championship meet originally was scheduled to be held in San Luis Obispo but was shifted to Los Angeles after Mustang coach Nev Simmons moved on to Cornell, Ore., in January.

Cal Poly has operated its program all spring under the guidance of Cadura, a former Mustang distance runner.

"Unless our field events people come through for us, we'll be in trouble in the conference meet," Cadura summed up. Another problem was that the Mustangs have been inconsistent in the field events all season.

Poly has some other problems coming into the conference meet, also. Freshman Bart Williams, a starter, broke his ankle and member of both the 440 and mile relay teams, suffered a bruised foot while running the intermediate hurdles at the West Coast Relays last week.

The injury could limit the number of events he enters as well as harm his efforts.

Anthony Revisco, the team's top distance runner, is battling the flu while thrower Randy Myklestein has been ill.

Senior Kevin McNamara, the defending champion in the intermediate hurdles, suffered a shoulder dislocation in practice Wednesday. With a healthy McNamara and pressure from Los Angeles State, the Mustangs figure to top the CCAA mile relay record of 3:18.8 set by San Diego State in 1972 and tied by the 1974 Mustangs.

Cal Poly was clocked in 3:18.6 in winning the College mile relay at Fresno.

The performance by Mike Cadenza, McNamara and Kenton Lloyd lowered the 1973 NCAA Division II second place effort of 3:19.36.

"We can run under 3:10 if we get strong competition," Cadura noted prior to the injury of McNamara. The practice mishap leaves the Mustang mile hopes hazy.
Jani Rouda
One More Hurdle

By KATHY SORENSEN
Daily Staff Writer

Although track season for the women is over, Jani Rouda and four other members of the women's track team will have one more hurdle to go over this weekend — The Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women - Nationals in Manhattan, Kansas.

Rouda has been running for the last seven years, originally getting into track while in high school.

"It was running the 880 for the President's Fitness Test and beat the top girl on the high school track team. She yanked me into the coach's office, and I started running from there," Rouda said.

Rouda participated in the 440, the mile relay, cross country, and the 800, which is her best event. Rouda's best time in the 800 during her high school days was 2:20.4.

Rouda, a physical education major from Santa Ynez, recently qualified for the nationals in the 880 yard run for the second straight year at Cal Poly. She was also a member of the women's relay team and the women's cross country team.

Rouda says she feels better about going to nationals this year, because she knows more about what will be going on.

She feels this competition this year at nationals will not be as tough, at least from the west coast, because the women from UCLA are running.

Rouda started the season in a slump, but this year was her best year ever, with a time of 2:17.0, and feels that this year she can do the same.

Rouda said she was so close to nationals that if the day is right, and her physical and mental condition beforr the meet are strong.

Rouda says she was ready to quit, but she needed much support and encouragement from the men's track team and their coach Ed Crocker.

"I feel this is a way of life, it feels good to hurt, but also requires a lot of mental discipline," Rouda said.

Working out with the men's team gave her the inspiration that Rouda needed to continue her running career.

Disciplining herself is not every day comes any for Rouda, but she says it is doable, to be good and in shape. It is a way of life. It feels good to hurt, but also requires a lot of mental discipline.

Rouda knows at the 1980 Olympics as a possibility, but says it all depends on how she does this week in Kansas.

Women's 880-yard runner Jani Rouda
(Daily photo by Ellen Banner)